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A meeting of the executive committee took place at Broadstreet RFC, at 7:30pm on 19 March 2017.   

Present were: Gwyn Airdrie (GA) (Chairman), Kim Challis (KC), Ian Roberts (IR), Howard Russell (HR), 

Fred Farndon (FF)  and Peter Tolan (PT)  

Apologies were received from; Dave Smith (DS), Malcolm Murphy (MM). 

 

1. Matters Arising from March 2017 minutes; 

a. GA and HR agreed that the minutes produced by John Neale were correct and they could 

now, along with the February minutes, be posted on the Society Website  IR 

2. Chairman’s Report.  

a. GA congratulated KC on her election as President and welcomed her to the meeting. KC 

said she was pleased to be there and it was her first official duty. 

b. GA stated that it was the strongest Exec for a while and it had got off to a good start and 

hoped that all could work well together in the future and to avoid frustrations.  

c. GA proposed HR as Vice Chairman, seconded by IR and HR was duly elected 

unanimously.  

 

3. Sec Report.  

a. IR confirmed that the 3 co-opted members of the Exec had been put in place as per the 

Constitution, and had been accepted unanimously by the Elected members.  

b. IR was getting to grips with HTR etc.  

c. 2 new members had applied to become members of the Society, Neil Hunt and Damon 

Goulding. Both accepted. 

 

4. Finance:  

a. FAGM confirmed for 21 August 2017, 7-30 pm at Earlsdon 

b. There are now 5 sets of working radios, 1 set of 4 AXIWI with HR, 1 set with IR, 1 set 4 

Vertex with Nigel Scott, 1 set with IR and 1 set with Ieuan Davies. As 2 sets had been 

donated by the RFU, HR did not intend purchasing another set of AXIWI radios. The two 

donated sets need allocating on HTR      IR 

c. Extra single AXIWI radios may be purchased for use on say a camera.  HR 

d. Radios are appointed by Grading Committee as and when needed. 

e. All Sennheiser radios need returning for checking and re-allocating as necessary. IR 
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5. Recruitment 

a. New referees need inducting into the Society, and a correct procedure needs writing as 

how this is done. HR had produced an excellent start for this.   PT 

b. PT needs informing of two new members so this induction process can take place IR 

 

6. Grading: MM was reported as ill so was not in attendance and the Exec wished him a speedy 

recovery. 

a. GA informed the Exec that he would meet with MM to formulate proposals for the 

operation of the Grading Committee for next season.    GA 

b. It was agreed that Grading meeting should meet 4 times a year to give referees time to 

develop those areas identified by Grading. Exceptions for high fliers can be made. 

Meetings would be October, December, March and May, first week in the month.  MM 

c. IR pointed out that videos would not be able to stay on Dartfish for 2 months so videos 

would need to be watched and assessed as they are uploaded. 

 

7. Appointments 

a. DS had produced a brief report for the meeting but it was received too late for most to 

read. A paper copy was made available to the meeting. (See below) It did not address 

the items included in the agenda for the meeting with enough detail. HR and IR would 

arrange a meeting with DS to ensure that the appointments team are allocated 

responsibilities to ensure all the duties of appointments are carried out efficiently and as 

per the Society’s policies. The work must be shared.     IR 

b. It was noted that Charles Yeomanson had volunteered his services, this had been 

communicated to DS but he was not included in the report. 

c. It is to be reinforced that the Society is Grading led and that Grading will make leading 

appointments every month and appointments must follow. This will necessitate 

decisions made between meetings if necessary all to be agreed by the Exec. 

d. WRFU were aware that clubs are keeping referees when games are cancelled. KC 

reported that WRFU would reinforce with the clubs that this was to stop. Game 

cancelled, tell Society and a new referee will be appointed when a definite fixture has 

been arranged. KC to be informed if this does not happen.    HR 

e. Referee to inform Appoint / Treasurer if opposition is different from that appointed 

when they arrive at a game. 

f. Keith Brown had stood down from all his roles and new secretaries have been appointed 

for all the Warwickshire Leagues. It was hoped that this would facilitate the leagues 

being managed more proactively.  

g. Fixtures must be cancelled correctly on WTR. If a referee has not accepted before the 

fixture is cancelled, the referee must also be removed.     DS 

 

8. Training: 

a. IR reported that he had had only one negative comment on changing the training nights 

to Wednesday, from Alex Thomas who often has games on a Wednesday. All the other 

replies were positive. It was agreed to change the nights to Wednesday. Earlsdon to be 

contacted or alternative venue if Earlsdon no go.      IR 

b. FF proposed the following for training events: 

i. 2 RFU CPD modules, delivered by John Widdowson and Luke Haskins 
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ii. Craig Maxwell-Keyes on communication 

iii. Dave Addleton, or Boris Stankovic or George Chuter on forward play 

iv. Michael Patz and Mike Priestly on development in training and the RFRU 

c. The one-day conference will not take place this year. 

d. Law changes will be covered at FSGA meeting.     FF 

 

9. RFRU 

a. HR attending meeting on Sunday 25 June 

b. Some concern over losing independence and being dictated to, especially over 

appointments. It was agreed to keep an eye on the progress. 

10. Young Whistlers: 

a. PT reported that the tour to Ivybridge had been a huge success. Kindy Devgun had 

organised an excellent tour and Oli Lee was singled out as especially mature and 

responsible. It was agreed that Kindy would be asked to organise next year’s tour. The 

Society would write to Kindy with their thanks.     IR  

b. PT will propose his sub-committee to the Exec     PT 

c. The Autumn YW course has been arranged for 24-26 October during half term. The RFU 

have hijacked the course and are insisting that they will provide 40 candidates, and it 

WILL take place at Tile Hill Wood School. PT is very unhappy and concerned.  

d. PT attended a Young Officials Conference at Twickenham accompanied by Avy Devgun 

and Paul Adderley. Others on the conference were staggered about the amount of  

support our YWs get, others do the course and get appointed to games, that’s it.  

e. Recruitment posters and posters reminding clubs on how to treat YWs were discussed. 

The pictures will be altered to show referees in official WSoR kit and the text Altered as 

discussed. These will be sent to Charlie McGinty for distribution.   PT 

f. YWs will only wear official WSoR kit while on Society appointments. Kit manufactured by 

suppliers other than AKUMA is not to be worn. In future any use of the Society logo will 

need to be agreed by the Exec. 

g. Clubs will be asked to appoint a named person who will meet the YW appointed, check 

that they are well looked after and act as a mentor if the Society cannot provide one.  

h. It was agreed that the YWs appointed to the Schools Games will be provided with an 

AKUMA polo shirt. They will wear their Society shirts while refereeing at the games.  

i. It was reported that Nuneaton had dealt extremely well the abuse of one of the YWs by 

a spectator.  

 

11. AGM: It was agreed that any vote should be completed before moving onto the next in future.  

 

12. Discipline: 

 

a. MM has resigned from the WRFU discipline panel 

b. MM to be asked to be the Society/WRFU link person for discipline 

c. FF asked KC why we could not have an observer at disciplinary meeting as all the other 5 

Societies have in the Midlands. KC agreed to ask again at their meeting in August. HR will 

put this formally for discussion at the RFRU meeting    KC/HR 

d. KC will ask the referee directly if needed to attend meetings.   KC 

e.  IR will send videos to KC and all parties involved if requested. IR will flag up any 

concerns identified with KC in video and will be insistent that clubs do not post video 

clips of unsavoury incidents on Social media.      IR 
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13. Dinner: Mary Roberts will organise the dinner. Confirmed for 10 November, OCs, Soup Pork 

Cheese. David Rose confirmed as one speaker, IR to contact Bland as other.   IR 

 

 

 

14. AOB  

 

a. KC asked that referees should accept a well meant apology from players having been 

ordered off. This will be communicated to the membership.    GA 

b. 3 Members of the Exec were disappointed with the content and delivery of the previous 

Presidents report at the AGM which continued at the WRFU AGM. It was thought that it 

did not accurately reflect the excellent work done by last year’s Exec and the Society 

members. KC took this concern on board. 

c. It was agreed that the Exec Members would offer to attend the Inter District Union 

meetings that are held quarterly. It was considered not possible to attend the 4 District 

meetings on a monthly basis and the work load expected of volunteers would be too 

onerous. 

 

There being no further business the meeting closed at 9-25. 

 

Next meeting 17 July 2017, Broadstreet RFC. 

 

Appointments Report: 
Hello gents  

Apologies again for my absence tonight  

Sorry for delay in my report . Manic few days again . Good to see we now have a full exec and 

hope you have a good first meet . Not a lot to say early on with our new exec on appointments 

but briefly :  

New volunteers to appointments  

Nigel Pigdon Sian Bowen Stuart turnbull  

Plus Nigel Scott and dave apps. Will confirm roles and full sub committee soon. I am intending a 

sit down to discuss changes , new ideas etc in the near future so any suggestions would be 

grateful . Speaking to mark brown of who's the ref already and exciting times ahead . Mark is 

finalising the deal with the Rfu to get every society on the system making our job easier. A new 

enhancements coming all the time. 1 in particular I requested around the area where I can see 

the spread of games and levels for each ref clearer when appointing so all refs get a fair spread 

where possible and hopefully irradiate some of the unhappy refs . I will update you as 

enhancements come on board from our area.  

 

Exchanges are already coming in thick and fast. I have been mindful of what level refs we have 

and also the lack of level 6 clubs where other societies have plenty . This will lead to mixed level 

exchanges and some alterations at certain points of the season e.g. League positions . I have 

also asked that societies let me know when refs don't need watching to better utilise our 

observers . I am making societies aware of all these points .  

Not much else at the moment but updates will come as regular as possible  

 

Regards  

 

Dave  


